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Conference and Exhibition for Hoiography and its 
Applications in Industry and Science, November 

1973, Warsaw, Poland

A nation-wide Conference on hoiography and its appli- 
cations in industry and science, and the associated exhibition 
have been organized by the Centra] Opticai Laboratory (COL) 
in' Warsaw. The conference took piace in November 27-28 
]973. Among 300 participants there were aiso several foreign 
specialists coming from abroad.

Both the scientis from research institutes and mechanical 
energineers working in metal industry have participated in 
the Conference. The sessions were either general or held in 
two separate sections. The lectures given by various specialist 
covered the most vital problems of holography. First plenary 
session was opened by M. Pluta (COL). This lecture on Рг/л- 
c/p/cs ялб/ лррА'сал'олл c /  Ао/о^глрАу, was followed by three 
reports: Proper//^ a /  /assers имт/ /a Aa/ograpAy, by T. Lipo- 
wiecki and Z. Puzewicz (Institute of Quantum Electronics), 
rta aa/versa/ Ao/o^rapA/c vy.sViw </еге/аре</ /a COL, by M. 
Fuszara and T. Chrobak (COL) and pAataseas/a've raa- 
ter/a/.s /a r  Aa/agrapAy by M. Sadlej and B. Smolińska (Insti
tute of Physics, Technical University of Warsaw). The after
noon session run in two parallel A and В sections.

Section A was devoted to various applications of holo
graphy in the industry. In L/a/aprapA/c лол-í/cvAwAre rasf/ap 
a /  /aater/a/s amf a / лмсАал/са/ е/е/лелГл by F. Pawluczyk (COL) 
a special attention has been paid to the application of holo
graphic interferometry for studies of bonded structure and 
for the measurements of deformation and displacements. 
Pa/an'zfí/ AgA? Aa/aprapAy aai/ Αν appA'cahaas /a лГиЛ'ел a /  
лАа/лл was presented by M. Daszkiewicz (COL). J. Zieleniuk 
(Institute of Basic Problems of Technology, The Polish Aca
demy of Sciences) in his lecture MetAaí/s aa¿/ appA'caf/aav a/* 
acaavA'c Aa/aprapAy gave a general review and presented his 
own results obtained in this held.

In section В was devoted to holographic sterage and 
processing. Three papers have been presented: TAeary a /  Aa- 
/aprapA/c pracevv/np a /  Αί/агтаАая by H. Lenk (Zentral Insti
tut für Optik and Spectroskopie. Berlin-Aldershof, DDR). 
Ha/aprapA/c Aa/a vtarape aaA retr/eva/ by M. Matczak, Z. 
Puzewicz and Z. Kraska (Institute of Quantum Electronics), 
and TLa/aprapA/c у/Асг/лр алА А/елГ/АсаГ/ол a/* apí/ca/ /wapev 
by A. Dubik and L. Borowicz (Military Technical Academy). 
Next day in hrst section the following reports were presented: 
Lfa/aprapA/c /лГе^галмГгу a/* pAave аА/'ес/л by A. Budziak 
(Institute of Physics, Jagiellonian University of Krakow), 
7Ac млел a /  Aa/aprapAy /a r  p/a.s/на лЯ/А/ел by S. Kozikowski 
(Institute of Nuclear Research, Świerk), L/a/aprapA/c v/Ara- 
t/олл алА /лаА'ал ала/ул/л by W. Chabros (COL) and AppA- 
cat/олл a /  Aa/aprapAy /л ала/ул/л a /  /?ле рагГ/с/ел by A. Kozi- 
kowska (Institute of Geophysics — Polish Academy of Scien
ces). In the second section the following lectures were deli
vered: Lfa/aprapA/c рАа/аргалм/гу алА Aa/aprapA/c /лГегрге- 
;а?/ал a /  pAa/aprapA/e р/с/агел by J. Butowtt, A. Dubik and 
S. Pachuta (Military Technical Academy), ALa/aprapA/c apA'ca/ 
лклюг/ел yàr campa/crv by R. Kulewski, Ролл/А/АУ/ел a /  appA-

саГ/ал a /  Aa/aprapAy /л лл'сгае/ес/гал/сл by T. Szoplik, K. 
Macukow and A. Kaletyński (Institute of Physics, Technical 
University of Warsaw). In last lectures a particular attention 
was given to the application of holographic technique in pro
jection of masks on microelectronic wafers (holomaskers). 
In plenary session the lecture Pra/ecAve praperA'ev a /  Aa/a- 
prapA/c Аларсгу, by M. Miller from the Institute of Radio 
Engineering and Electronics, of the Czechoslovak Academy 
of Sciences in Prague was followed by L/a/aprapA/c лнега- 
veapy алА ллсга/лГег/егалкАгу by M. Pluta (COL). The latter 
author gave a review of actually known microholographic 
systems and described a holographic interference microscope 
which had been designed and constructed in COL. Finally, 
he discussed the problem of elimination of coherent noise and 
speckle patterns.

The last session was devoted to the discussion on the 
role of applied optics, in scientiHc research and industry, in 
general, and of laser technique and holography, in particular.

The Conference was combined with an exhibition available 
for the participants for 6 days. The chief purpose of the exhi
bition was to show the range of practical applications of holo
graphy. Holography systems were among others represented 
by: a versatile holographic kit (model ZHL) produced by 
Polish Optical Factory, a prototype of a holographic interfe
rence microscope constructed by R. Pawluczyk in COL, a sim
ple device for Fourier spectroscopy with holographic sub- 
straction of spectral lines, produced by COL; an experimental 
equipment for projection of holomask (Institute of Physics, 
Technical University, Warsaw), a model of holographic me
mory (Military Technical Academy), a microholographic 
device for information storage (Institute of Quantum Electro
nics). In a large collection of lasers — Ne-He lasers for holo
graphic and other purposes were most strongly represented. 
A special attention deserved three models, namely LG360s 
(for shools), LG600 (for research works) and GL-1 (for mining) 
produced for sale by Polish Optical Manufacture. Of other 
types the following should be mentioned; two-pulsed dye 
lasers (of which one was pumped by means) of a nitrogen 
laser, and the other by using hash lamps), constructed in Insti
tute of Experimental Physics, University of Warsaw: He-Cd 
laser giving 40 mW in blue (446.1 nm) light in the fundamental 
(TEMoo) mode; He-Se laser emitting eight lines within 441.6- 
530.5 nm a pulsed ruby laser with 5J output (all of them being 
constructed in the Institute of Quantum Electronics).

Several exhibitors demonstrated a number of various 
holograms. The presented (about 60) holographic interfero- 
grams have shown the applicability of holographic interfero
metry in studies of various technical problems (e. g. measure
ments of deformations and displacements caused by pressure, 
detection of delaminations in bonded structures, analysis of 
vibrations, distribution of temperature in plasma, diffusion 
of liquids and gases).

The exibition was a success. Numerous visitors were 
given the opportunity to get acquainted both with holography 
and various possibilities of its applications.
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